"ON THE ROAD FROM GENERAL PATHOLOGY TO MOLECULAR AND TRANSLATIONAL MEDICINE"
A tribute to Prof. Luigi Frati - One day Workshop
Rome April 10th, 2013
Aula di Patologia Generale

11.00 The first steps in Perugia:
Chairmen: F. Bistoni, P. Marconi, C. Riccardi
P.G. Pelicci: Molecular and cellular mechanisms of myeloid leukemogenesis

12.00 The pioneers of internationalization and the relationship with the NIH:
Chairmen: M. D'Armiento, G. Vecchio, S. Aloj
S.A. Aaronson: Growth factors in cancer and regenerative medicine

13.00 Lunch

14.00 The Roman school and the growth of pathology in Italy:
Chairmen: M.U. Dianzani, F. Bresciani, G.M. Pontieri, M. Piccoli
L. Frati: From the experimental to molecular medicine
A. Mantovani: Inflammation and cancer: past, present and future
M. Santoro: One oncogene story: from identification to targeted therapy

16.15 Coffee break
C. Montecucco: Tetanus and botulism: from diseases to physiology of neural transmission
M. Cassatella: Moving from neutrophil NADPH oxidase to neutrophil epigenomics
L. Moretta: NK cells: from surface receptors to the therapy of high risk leukemias
F. Dieli: Gammadelta T cells: a first line of defence against microbes and tumors
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